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THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORT 

 

Report on Race Meeting held at Bordertown Racecourse 
by the Bordertown Racing Club on Thursday, 4 July 2013 

 

Stewards Panel: M Santoro (A/Chairman) & C Deakin (HT) (Stewards), R Spillman, J 
Foster (F) & S Bright (Deputy Stewards), Dr D Goulding (Veterinary 
Surgeon) 

 

 
TRACK:  Dead 5 WEATHER: Overcast 
 
Rail:  True 
 
RIDER CHANGES: 
 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason 

1 THE GET GO J Kah K Walters Transport difficulties 

7 LADY AKATAK A Patterson H McKechnie Not riding at meeting 

7 RETAIN BELIEF C Lindop  Notified 
 

-------------------------------------------------- 
 

RACE 1 : LOCAL TRAINERS MAIDEN PLATE - 1100 metres 
 
Approaching the turn near the 800 metres WOODCHESTER (A Herrmann) laid out onto 
LUBIN GIN FIZZ (C Lindop), which was inconvenienced when taken out onto THE GET GO 
(K Walters). 
 
From inside the 800 metres THE GET GO (K Walters) hung out severely for the remainder of 
the event, resulting in that rider not being able to ride the filly out in her normal manner.  THE 
GET GO was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities.  Mr P Lawrence, the Trainer of THE GET GO, was advised the filly would be 
required to perform to the satisfaction of Stewards in an Official Barrier Trial prior to 
accepting for a future race. 
 
LUBIN GIN FIZZ (C Lindop) laid in under pressure in the straight. 

 
H McKechnie, the rider of TERRENBELLE, which performed below expectations, explained 
the filly was under pressure throughout the event and when asked for an effort in the vicinity 
of the 600 metres, had only responded fairly.  TERRENBELLE was examined by the Club’s 
Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities.  Mr D Dodson, the Trainer of 
TERRENBELLE, advised the filly would now be spelled. 
 
 

RACE 2 : THIRSTY CAMEL RATING 0-72 HANDICAP - 1200 metres 
 
DAMAGES (P Marks) was slow to begin. 
 
PIXIU (J Potter) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the race. 
 
Approaching the 200 metres BROOKLYN ROADS (NZ) (K Walters) attempted a tight run 
between the heels of DAMAGES (P Marks) and CLAIRWOOD (H McKechnie), and shortly 
after was obliged to ease and alter course to the outside of DAMAGES when both runners 
shifted ground slightly. 
 
MADEMOISELLE DENON, which performed below expectations, was examined by the 
Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities.  Mr I Walker, the Trainer of 
MADEMOISELLE DENON, advised Stewards the mare would now be spelled. 
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RACE 3 : CLUB HOTEL KANIVA / SABOIS DISTANCE MAIDEN PLATE - 1900 metres 
 
On arrival on course, MELS LAST STAND, which had not raced for approximately twelve 
months, was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon and ruled fit to race. 
 
MELS LAST STAND (A Herrmann) and TRACY TRUE BLOOD (J Potter) were slow to begin. 
 
BLAZING MAX (K Post) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
At the entrance to the straight PETIT SOEUR (C Lindop) shifted out to improve and in doing 
so, made contact with TEEBOX (H McKechnie) for a number of strides. 
 
Approaching the 100 metres NINE MILE SNIPER (J Kah) laid in under pressure onto the 
heels of TEEBOX (H McKechnie), which was also inclined to lay in under pressure. 
 
Correct Weight for this race was delayed to allow H McKechnie, the rider of the third 
placegetter TEEBOX, to view the official footage in the straight. 
 
J Potter, the rider of TRACY TRUE BLOOD, which performed below expectations, explained 
the mare had not travelled well throughout the race and when asked for an effort in the 
vicinity of the 600 metres, had failed to respond to his riding.  TRACY TRUE BLOOD was 
examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 4 : TELFER ENGINEERING / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE - 1300 metres 
 
MEADOWS CHIP (J Toeroek) was slow to begin. 
 
BAREMEHTER (P Marks) jumped away awkwardly. 
 
FIVE AMIGOS (C Lindop) shifted out abruptly on jumping away onto REGAL DENON (C 
Lever), which was taken out onto ONE EYED JACK (H McKechnie). 
 
In the vicinity of the 1200 metres ONE EYED JACK (H McKechnie) had to be steadied as it 
shifted in at the same time as FIVE AMIGOS (C Lindop) shifted out abruptly. 
 
FIVE AMIGOS (C Lindop) raced wide without cover throughout the event. 
 
BAREMEHTER (P Marks) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the race. 
 
In the vicinity of the 700 metres CUTLER (J Potter) had to be steadied off the heels of FIVE 
AMIGOS (C Lindop), which rolled in. 
 
C Lindop, the rider of FIVE AMIGOS, which performed below expectations, explained the 
gelding had not raced tractably throughout the event and was inclined to run about.  She 
added, when placed under pressure in the vicinity of the 600 metres, the gelding did not 
respond in its normal manner and finished the race off only fairly.  FIVE AMIGOS was 
examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities.  Ms S 
Murphy, the Trainer of FIVE AMIGOS, advised the gelding would now be spelled. 
 
 
RACE 5 : LAUCKE MILLS RATING 0-68 HANDICAP - 1900 metres 
 
DALMINI (M Walters) shifted out on jumping away, tightening MAGICAL SUNDAY (T 
O’Donnell) onto LINKA (NZ) (K. Walters). 
 
CRUZ’N NOW (L Hopwood) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the race and in 
the vicinity of the 1200 metres improved onto the heels of THE MODERN YOUTH (C Puls) 
when the pace slackened and had to be steadied. 
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RACE 5 : LAUCKE MILLS RATING 0-68 HANDICAP - 1900 metres (Cont’d) 
 
DALMINI and NAVAN LASS, which performed below expectations, were examined by the 
Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
RACE 6 : XXXX GOLD RATING 0-59 HCP - 1100 metres 
 
ROSSCONI (H McKechnie) was slow to begin. 
 
REGAL MONTY (J Potter) shifted in on jumping away, tightening GONSKI GIRL (J Kah) onto 
SHADOW JUDGEMENT (T Pannell), which was taken out onto MISTER CELESTIAL (J 
Toeroek), which shifted out, inconveniencing USCHRIKE (S Price). 
 
REGAL MONTY (J Potter) and USCHRIKE (S Price) raced wide without cover throughout 
the event. 
 
In the vicinity of the 300 metres PARIS SCENE (E Boyd) attempted a run between the heels 
of REGAL MONTY (J Potter) and CREON (K Post), which rolled out slightly, resulting in 
PARIS SCENE having to be steadied momentarily. 
 
H McKechnie, the rider of ROSSCONI, which was reluctant to stretch out in the early and 
middle stages of the race, explained that after being slow to begin, the gelding was reluctant 
to race despite her efforts, however, when placed under pressure in the vicinity of the 600 
metres had responded to her riding and finished the race off fairly.  ROSSCONI was 
examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
RACE 7 : UPPER SE LIQUID WASTE RATING 0-59 HCP - 1300 metres 
 
RETAIN BELIEF (C Lindop) stood flat-footed and missed the start several lengths. 
 
HE’S A HOUNDOG (A Herrmann) jumped away awkwardly. 
 
AMBUSH AL (P Marks) shifted in on jumping away and contacted BELLE’S REWARD (S 
Price). 
 
J Frew, the rider of ROUGH DEAL, reported his saddle had shifted to the off-side in the early 
stages of the race, placing him at a disadvantage throughout the event. 
 
J. Kah, the rider of SMUG, which performed below expectations, explained the gelding had 
not travelled well throughout the event and when placed under pressure inside the 600 
metres had not responded to her riding and finished the event off poorly.  SMUG was 
examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 

------------------------------------- 
 

SWABBING (2): 
 

Race 1 - TERRENBELLE (beaten favourite) 
Race 5 - BELMONT PARK (winner) 

------------------------------------- 
 

SUMMARY 

FINES Nil 

SEVERE REPRIMANDS Nil 

REPRIMANDS Nil 

SUSPENSIONS Nil 

HORSE ACTIONS Race 1 - THE GET GO - Suspended - required to perform to 
the satisfaction of Stewards in an Official Barrier Trial prior to 
accepting for a future race - Hung out. 

ADJOURNED INQUIRIES Nil 
 


